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Santa Cruz, Beware!

KILLION HALL coeds trade in their ski e.luthes fur bathing Suits
N enjoy the warn Cu!. The mid -summer tempotatutos are enticing
many to beaches, pools, and patios.
-

Misr ell ious
It
The
...v, ot
summer heat have hit the San
Jose State campus 17 days before the official opening of
spring madness.
College professors consitier
this a had omen and are busily
making term project assignments. It is their concerted aim
to keep the masses well aware
that school prevails above all
else.
School hooks are being replaced by paperback lit-si-sellers,
and reading lamps by the bright
gNve of the sun disperaing i tic
health rays on the near-naked
bodiee:, that seek the "divine"
burn
4

Weekend spa . enthusiasts
are trading in theti little -used
ski equipment for rented sort boards, building themselves up
for the annual Easter holiday
"wipe-out."
The race Is on to acquire the
spring prestige symbol, the tan.
Some get carried away, forgetting they have spent all winter
with their bodies in relative confinement.
The scorched, lobster-red student oil! he a mammon spectacle
aroma’ seawalls.
The inouritanums. roal
times hazardous trail to Santa
Cruz will feel the weight of 5.15
care, thronging to tie beach in

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
40.15
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Demo Organization
Reviewed at Meeting
By DIANE JUDGE
Democratic party organizations
were discussed by William H..
Deal, member of the California
Democratic Council (CLIC), at
last week’s SJS Democratic Club
meeting.
Deal explained that the California (*.aincil of Democratic
(lutes, %sail %Oat the SJS group
e affiliated, is the only really effective party organization in Cali5ernia.
The arganization was formed
after Republicans swept the state
and satin in 1952.
The sweep was due to crowsmg .the myth of non-partisanship," emphasized Deal.
Deal said that after the election
Democrats realized cross-filing
So weakened political parties
r,. thoo was "no longer any
-, responsibility."
-led a grass roots

UCCF Schedules
Home Seminars
i’lreseles.
a chance
to meet informally
in their homes, will
by the United CamChostian Fellowship March
st R torn.
This nampus is pretty imperol. We’re trying to help stuand froodiy get to know each
, sons," explained the
Rutledge, campus
r’

.- sign up today or
;alone ti. front of the bookstore
to participate.
Each of the four participating
professors will talk with 10 students.
!Hey we.11

Pair Display
Anfi-MUN Sign
A "Model t lilted Nations rot
Mime" sign was plamal in tho
front %samb,w of a south Ninth
street aparunont Nato. Friday
by two SolS Young itepahlleans,
Diiappo.
Jim Avery and T
re
"We will air our views
maroones
loudly when MIa:
here next month," Avery declared.

ENID MUNSINGER
. . . debates today

Marital Problems?
Dr. Royce Jones, personnel counselor at SJS, will present a program concerning problems of the
married student in cafeteria rooms
A and B tonight at S. Married
students are invited.
Sponsors are University Dames,
social organization for wives of
married -(ii’ lint,,.

An intercollegiate debate between San Jose State and Yeshiva
University of New York will be
held at 8:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The question for the debate will
be "Resolved: That Non-communistic Nations of the World Should
Form an Economic Community."
Miss Enid Munsinger, junior,
and Mike Morretti, senior, will represent SJS and uphold the negative. Both students are public address majors in the speech and
driuna department.
Cart oil G. Hylton, assistant professor of speech, is coach for the
SJS team.
Judges are: Dr. Herbert Craig,
assistant professor of speech; Mrs.
Suzanne Wiggins, assistant professor of economics, and Laurence
Rims, assistant professor of political science.
The Yeshiva team is conducting
a debate tour to various campuses
across the country. Tonight it will
be at the University of San Francisco,
Yeshiva University dates from
1928 and is the first college of liberal arts and sciences in America
under Jewish auspiees.

Annual Death Valley Trip
Scheduled for Easter Recess
Regis t ra t ion for Death Valley
field school will begin tomorrow
at 8 a.m, in the lobby of the new
science wing on a "first comefirst served basis," Dr. H. Thomas
Harvey. selutol director, announces.
Known in the past as Wort
Coast Nature School, the program
is now called "Field Studies in

e.
vf.
ASSEMBLING for "bail group assignments if
RYarl in Death
Valley are these students at a
Previous session of Field Studies in Natural
History, formerly known as West Coast Nature
School. Ryan, a deserted
mining camp, will

to Ja

Beach IA is an elective coot’s,.
which anybody can enter.
There’s no hortaseork ineolved,
no professor to complain about.
Students will take their books
with them to satisfy the psychological drive to "do their homework," and will fail miserably at
it.
But they will be inwardly
proud.
It will be hard for some to remember that school is going on
Professors are thank’ tit tt...!
"spring comes only orate apai
For the sake 01 jaPAo o are
the students
Sahli. Cruz. beware’

SPAR IAN studel& relail Under the sun dutur...)
front of the Speech and Drama Building.

10
1:1’1, of foe,
FS) KON
erdi.
The two arnen.i. -.ls to the ’ as election results were announced
ASB Cut,’-’ tr.tion \kelt.. approved, Friday night.
and new
-1-tmari Class Prera- , It addition to Sitrituurg, fresh %%ere Fred Best. \lee
oarg, led a group of Train
dent All
furesident: 1,eslii- Sears. secretary;
No 79
rat
liruoick, treasurer.
After the rosults of the election
-re announced, Simburg outlined
. two-point prottram.

Shakespeare
New York University Debaters Immortality
Clash Tomorrow Against SJS Not SoCritic

organization that would endorse
candidates.
The CDC performs the legwork
and fund raising part of the political campaign, it is the link
between the voters and the candidate.
"ITN CIX’ hat reversed the trend
in California politics. Party politics now has begun to mean something. This is a direct result of
club work," Deal believes.
"There is serious unofficial debate over the function of the
CDC, Deal added.
Deal thinks CDC should have
two functions. ’’It should act as
a pressure group to determine
party line and it should he a service group."
The lowest official Democratic
organization is the County Central
Committee which is composed of
elected delegates.
Its function is also in doubt, according to Deal. There are 26 men
in the Santa Clara County Committee who take part in fund raising but cannot participate in primaries.

sand

Amendments Pass;
Frosh Elect Simburg

PaZtatt
Vol. 50

it or it spot ot

e

serve again this year as headquarters for the
school during the week of Easter vacation, April
7-13, The Death Valley View Hotel in the background is used as a dining hall.

01-TLINEs PROGRAM
Simburo wishes to plan a
ouekend conference for freshman
ticers from colleges in the area,
tie said the purpose of the con-Kit Ma r
.
lerence will be to see "what role
Shakespeare?" is the topic Calvin class government should play."
Ir.-Wotan, poet. playwright and !
intends to form a
Simburg
drama critic, will discuss when he; committee of SJS freshmen "to
presents his arguments for Mar- ;prove there is a need for class
lowe’s authorship of Shakespeare’s government."
writings this Wednesday in T11.55
ft wants to start enacting his
at 12:30 p.m.
ideas at the first class nit-cling.
r Hot fintin’s lecture, presented by
Simi-airy said of his new vice
the College Lecture Committee, president Fred Oest. "Fred is one
’will examine closely whether ouf the most competent people in
!Shakespeare is rightly the Im- the Freshman Class."
mortal Bard or Fraud. It is open I Relating to the precarious posito the public.
tion of class government Best said,
LaMar S. Mackay, associate , "The Student Body does gain
professor of journalism, will intro- something from class government.
rtuce Hoffman, who has stirred the I’d like to se, it .class governIiterary world by claiming that ment I continued in a lower divievery play and poem we have ,sion level. It needs to he evaluit-en led to believe was written
by William Shakespeare had been
AMENDMENTS PASS
written by Christopher Marlowe "
Th two amendments, which ex For a quarter cent toy, Iteffro..:- ’,lid the election date two weeks,
has been absorbed in the quest.
..,c1 provide more time for ASB
MIKE MORRETTI
... negative side of the inithorship of Shakespeat . - rf t Jeers to adjost to their job,
plays and poems. He is convinuao tossed by Mtn’ than their twothat William Shakespeare o -as
ourds required iii! miry.
reapable of producing the excellent , The amendments wet, approved
.vorks that are asoril.si .., Shake- by :486 \ t e r s.
voted
:against them.
sPeare today.

Italian Literature,
Music, Presented
To State Colleges Spartacamp Head Seeks
A $500,000 collection of Italian
literature and music donated by a
San Francisco philanthropist and
patron of arts to California state
colleges will be available to SJS
students soon, it was announced
:-r owls’ by ASB Pres. Bill Hauck.
’lb.’ collection will be housed at
the San Francisco State library.
Donated by Frank V. de Bettis.’
retired San Francisco real estate
developer, the collection is believed’
to be the world’s finest private
library of Italian music. It contains 25,000 phonograph records
which many
and 15.000 books,
are rare first editions.

I Natural History" and will be held
’ April 7-13 iEaster reeess). Students can earn one semester unit ;
of college credit which can be ap- ;
plied toward meeting the science
requirement.
Before ft a.m., students should
line up at the entrance to the new ,
science building, where faculty
members will issue them consecut.ive numbers on card s. These will I The collection was accepted with
enable them to register and pay "deepest gratitude" by the Board
their fees anytime between 8 and of Trustees of the California State
12 noon.
Colleges.
Tuition fee is $20 and must be
Two years ago Be Bents gave an
paid tomorrow, es-en thuaigh a comequally valuable archeological colplete. refund will be made up until
lectinn to San Francisco State. He
March 26. Fond and mom will cost :
has also sponsored several scholar.
approximately $16 and transportashtpa at that school,
tion will run anywhere from $8 to
$10, according to Mrs. Dorothy
Ellis, school secretary.
Homecoming Exec
Beginning students are assigned
to trail groups, which are rotated Interviews Today
so as to cover each of the areas of
Interviews for the vacant posistudy. Trail groups and leaders
Committee
this year are: geology. Dr. Wayne, tion of Homecoming
Kartchner, professor of geology: ’ chairman will he held today in the
animal life, Dr. A. G. Applegarth, College Union from 230 to 5 pot
professor of science eduesition: in- according to Tom Volz. ASP persects, Dr. F. Albert Ellis, professor sonnel offieer.
of Physiology: mineral MUMMY’S.
Applications should be returned
Bruce J. Roberts, aseociate professor of physieal scienee: and botany, to the union prior to the interDr. Carl Sharsmith, professor of viewing session.
Homecoming Committee chairbotany.
A trip to a ghost town in Neva- man coardinates all activities, such
da is a highlight of the program as fashion show. parade, (Intim and
offered the "repeater" or inter- special programs, for toe fall’s
most spirited eveni
mediate group.

Thirty-Five More Men

Openings !..main for 35 men
campers for this year’s Spartacamp, to be held Match 16 and 17
at Asilomar on the Monterey Peninstate.
Signups will be held for the remaining PoSitmorLa tomorrow only.
Those San Jose State men inlet’ested in going may signup in front
of the Spartan Bookstore from
10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Cost of the
two-day leadership training program is $12. which includes food,
lodgino, and transportation. Pay-

’mem must be made upon sionup.
John Olsen. Spartacamp director. has announced that the theme
I’m’ the weekend minter-once will
be "Man and His Values: Victim
or Master?"
Looking forward to stimulating
diseussions, Olsen reports that the
material for the talks has been
sue man aral his values
at
can he examined.
Opening speaker will be Dr.
Whitaker T. Deininger, associate
professor of philosophy at SJS. Dr.
Deininger, who teaches humanities,
received his Ph.D from Columbia
University. He joined the S.IS faculty in 1955.
S’a
He is currently preparing a text
on social philosophy.
Closing speaker will he Stanford
The present rift between Soviet
Premier Nikita lihrushchev and University English Professor Irving
Red Chinese Mao-tse-Tung brines Howe, literary critic- and wider of
this Wednesday’s book talk into contemporary hist.try.
the current news.
Educated at City Colima of New
"Stalin’s Failure in China" will York, Professor HOWe has written
be reviewed at 12:30 p.m. by Dr. 12 books, including "History of the
Amos Perlmutter, assistant profes- American
Communist
Party,"
sor of political science, in rooms "Study of U.AAV." lUnited Auto
A and 13 in the college cafeteria, Workers). "A Critical Study of
The hook, written by Conrad . James Faulkner." and "Politics
Brandt. is an account of the first and the Novel."
Soviet attempt to take control of 1 He is editor of "Dissent," a
China during the Chinese revolu- quarterly journal of socialist opintion of ’he 1920s,
ion, and is us contributing author
to the New Republic magazine.
Formed 10 years ago, Sparta Veterans May Sign
vamp has grown from an original
February Vouchers
enrollment of 60 students to the
K..rean Voterans and oat
present 290 caniiors.
phans may sign their Fein-wiry r According tut Olsen, Spartacamp
vouchers, form 6553, under public has changed from a simple analylaws 550 and 634, today and to- sis of student government into an
morrow at window 13, adminintra- ; interpretation of the ingredients
tion buildino, between 9-12 a.m. that make good government
, and 1-5 p.m.
values, responsibility and ethics.

Prof Too I Cuss
t lin s Failure
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Keep Enrollment Up
The enrollment figure at San jogf. State is increasing at
a seemingly never-ending rate. presenting a growing problem
to (alifornia’s largest full-time enrollment state college.
But San Jose State seemed to hese a feasible plan: expand
the campus and allow more full time students to attend. The
highly praised 17.01X) full time equivalent master plan appeared to be a partial solution to the situation. Large scale
expansion plans were in the process. including ideas of expanding north to Santa Clara betueen Sixth and Eighth
Streets, south to E. William between Seventh and Tenth
Streets and the acquisition of an area between Tenth and
San Fernando and San Carlos Streets. The Campus Planning
Committee of the State College Board of Trustees has been
and still is in the process of discussing the proposed expansion
program. This proposed plan would meet the growing needs
of S.’S: more land would mean more room for more students
and SJS would be able to cope with a 17,060 FTE.
But now additional difficulties have been introduced and
S.16 expansion plans appear to be getting smaller and smaller.
Architect Charles Luckman supports his committee’s decision to eliminate part of the SJS Master Plan by saying that the
17,000 figure is too high and that it would result only in continued congestion. "What is needed in these studies," Leiekinan
said. ’Is au earnest look at a lesser FTE than the. 17.000 figtge."
Lockman feels that an FTE between 12 and 15 thousand
would meet the needs of San Jose State. When President John
T. Wahlquist asked: "Where can we put the students?" Luck.
man replied that we vvould have to tell them to go back where
they came from.
Colleges throughout the aation are becoming more crowded
daily. The area surrounding San Jose is one of the fastest
growing in the country. This area needs a large college with
a large FTE.
The small college is near death: it is yielding to the large
universities and state institutions. In order to meet the educational demands the colleges are becoming larger and larger.
There is no reason why San Jose State should not keep up
with the growing needs of our country and allow the maximum
number of students to enter its campus. Crowded conditions
will exist on a campus with an FTE of 12,000 as it would
on a campus with a 17.000 FTE.
The master plan for SJS and its 17.000 FTE is a popular and feasible one that would meet the needs of the community and the nation. This plan should and must be allowed
in order to insure the people that their educational needs
are being met in the most adequate manner.
S. A.

WELCOME STUDENTS
Your Philip Morris
Student Representative invites you to

IN THE COLLEGE

BRAND ROUND -UP
RULES AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED
WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY

Nudity Not Vulgar
Simply Revealing ...
VERNGN scGTT
11.’n littitt a trod l’orrevontlest
HOLLYWOOD UPI t -- More
acres of bare flesh will be on
view in -Cleopatra" than in any
film since "A Day in a Nudist
Camp." was exhibited at the 1939
World’s Fair In San Francisco.
The individual responsible for
dozens of near-nude girls frolicking across the screen is wardrobe designer Renie.
She drew up all the "costumes" for the $40 million epic
excepting those worn by Elizabeth Taylor. The results are
astonishing. The Johnston office
has refused to approve still photographs of the girls, but will
allow them to be seen in the
movie.
’GET THE NUDESIr
"The first day I reported for
work Walter Wanger the producer told me he wanted the
most nude costumes ever designed," says Renie.
With those orders in mind the
attractive Renie dashed off to
Rome and bought up miles of
filmy, peek-a-boo material for 50
Egyptian handmaidens, 40 palace

February Short
February is the shortest
month of the year because of
the vanity of Augustus Caesar.
Not wanting Julius Caesar’s
month, July, to contain more
days than his, Augustus "borrowed" one day from February
to give August 31 days.

Spa tan
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servants and 10 priestesses
Their upper torsoes are uncovered except for transparent
shifts," Renie, middle aged and
extraordinarily pretty, zonfessed.
"The girls are similarly undressed from the back, too.
There is nothing vulgar in the
costumes. They just reveal an
awful lot of girl."
Sketching out the costumes
proved to be the least of Renie’s
problems. She found it difficult
to round up enough beautiful
girls to wear the scanty outfits.
She interviewed more than 400
girls from every country in
Europe.
SHY GIRLS
"Most of the girls wouldn’t
appear that nude in front of a
camera," Ftenie said. "They were
all nervous and self-conscious
when they came in for fittings.
"The final group were a mixture of German, English, French,
Belgium. and Italian girls. Only
three are from America.
"Their average measurements
are 37-24-36."
According to Renie, Wanger’s
preoccupation with undraped females is due solely to authenticity. She was told to study
ancient Egyptian artwork to discover just exactly how the ladies
of the day were dressed. After
exhaustive research, she says:
CAN’T WEAR LESS
"They couldn’t have worn less
without being totally nude.
"The climate of the country
was terribly warm, and It was
only natural that the people
wear as little as possible. Evidently it wasn’t considered immodest or immoral.
"I copied my costumes directly from the original concept.
They are all done in good taste,
although movie-goers may be
somewhat shocked to see completely transparent costumes for
the first time. But after all,
Brigitte Bardot has been wearing nothing for years."
Renie added that the picture’s
star, Elizabeth Taylor, will be
more fully clad than the other
actresses, except for a bathing
scene in which she is submerged
up to her pretty chin.
In a gem of understatement
Renie concluded: "I imagine the
picture will cause a little stir
when it is released this summer."

KSJS Log
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90.7 Mc.
Week of March 4, 1963
MONDAY
Sign On
Program Highlights
News
Spartan Show
Book in the News
Aperitif
Your Twilight Concert
Georgetown Forum
Folk Sampler
News
BBC World Report
Highlights
Sign Off

HIGHLIGHTS:
TWILIGHT CONCERT: Features
Strauss, and Faure La Bonne Chanson.
GEORGETOWN FORUM: What Happens Without Law Observance?
FOLK SAMPLER: The Origin and Dsvnlopment of Ballads.

Thrust and Parry
Street within view of the polling
booths, which lined that same
sidewalk, the main entrance to
the cafeteria. THERE IS TO BE
NO CAMPAIGNING OF ANY
KIND IN THE PROXIMITY OF
THE VOTING BOOTHS ON
ANY ELECTION DAY! Freshmen, unconcerned by the campaigners’ improper and illegal
activities, cast their ballots
throughout the day.
If a similar occurrence takes
place at any public polling station during a city, county, state,
or federal election, the persons
distributing such campaign materials would be ordered to leave
the vicinity immediately. Vehicles, displaying any type of campaign matter, pictures of candidates, or rear-bumper stickers,
would be towed away. Political
signs, banners, and pictures are
not permitted to be visible to the
electorate while he attends the
voting location.
In Thursday’s edition of the
Daily there appeared an article
concerning the ASB Judiciary;
Dean Benz was quoted as saying,
"Students are capable and should
discipline themselves" . . . and
failing . . . "to accept responsibility requires appropriate action
be taken." The ASH Judiciary
has a responsibility, therefore,
to declare the Freshman election
invalid and to prevent a re-occurrence of this violation of trotings rules in any forthcoming
class or ASB elections.
D. Alan Bilter
ASB A2209

Frosh ’Campaigners’
Are Reprimanded

&Mori
Some students lined the sidewalk in front of the cafeteria
Thursday distributing sheets of
paper which advertised and extolled the abilities of some of the
candidates who sought Freshman class offices. Two automobiles, decorated with names of
candidates, their political affiliations, and some of their pictures, were parked on Seventh

Vaccines
Given Free
At Center
By ROMAN TOPOLSRI
Approximately 200-300 persons have been taking advantage of the immunization vaccines offered by the student
health service every Friday. But,
because of the brief time it takes
to complete the series, few of
these individuals can properly
appreciate the efforts required
to operate the service.
Mrs. Helen Smith, supervising
nurse in the Student Health
Service, pointed out that it takes
about one to one-and-a-half
hours to prepare for the group
of students receiving vaccine
each Friday.
Disposable Luers (syringes)
and needles are used to avoid
any chance of cross infection
and to lower costs, she said.
Even with the time saved with
the elimination of cleaning and
autoclaving of the needles it is
still necessary to unwrap and
assemble them and to prepare
vaccine bottles.
The equipment must be set up
to avoid any possibility of confusion.
The program provides vaccines for influenza, diphtheria,
smallpox, typhoid, tetanus and
polio. "At present," Mrs. Smith
said, "the Salk vaccine injection
is still given any time, but the
Sabin oral vaccine will not be
given until after F.aster because
of the time lapse necesSary between treatments." The K.O.
Polio program starting in March,
is the reason for the avoidance
of possible overlap of treatment.
"All other vaccines are available now," she said.
The immunization program is
a continuation of a service begun over 15 years ago, according
to Mrs. Smith. Before 1958 the
treatment was offered once a
year only on special days. Students paid a charge of one dollar for the complete series. After
1958 the present method of giving the vaccines every Friday
was adopted and the service
charge was dropped.
Mrs. Smith remarked on the
timeliness of the immunization
program. With the highly mobile society we have today and
the constant population interchanges no one is really isolated
and free of possible infection.
"Even with the preventive
vaccines a person may receive
here," she said, "booster shots
would be given in case of infection to bring up protective
antibodies faster."
The program is given from
1-4 p.m. in H130 every Friday,
except for holidays and vacations.

Editor:
On Thursday, Feb. 28, I attended Verdi’s opera, "Rigoletto," presented by Spartan Programs Committee. I enjoyed the
first three acts very much. The
opera started at 8:15 p.m., and
the first three acts took about
two hours and 15 minutes with
15 minutes to change sets between Acts III and IV. Thus the
fourth act should have started
about 10:45.
I do not know if the Spartan
Programs Committee realizes it,
but the school requires its coeds
to be locked tightly in their little
rooms by 11 p.m.
It seems to me that this
should be taken into consideration when programs are designed for the college student and
community.
It spoiled my evening and that
of my date when we had to walk
out after the third act because
she had to be locked in. I see no
reason why the opera could not
have started earlier so that it
would have been over by 10:45.
One who likes to see the last
act,
Frederick (’. harris
ASB 13135

FAlitor:
Once upon a Calle there was a
school called San Hamlin State,
The Grand High whizzer and
Glorious Council of this school
felt plagued by horrible little
pestilences called class governments. One day when the Glorious Council was meeting in the
Glorious Council chambers one
of the Glorious Councilmen arose
and demanded that something be
done about these public menaces.
Well! The whole Glorious
Council was in an uproar. What,
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Fast Service
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lire - the shave lollon men reconimeno’ to other men!

Editor:
This is a reminder t., us stu.
dents that there are among
Individuals called thieves ivho
have a special interest in cart,
especially sports cars, parked in
our brand-new, multi -story park.
big garage. According to my
information, this structure
become an even better hunting
ground in the near future when
automation will take over thy
job of the now single security
officer between midnight iind s
in the morning. I
that this will be an en’ flay,
move. But what about the pmc
tection of the cars we park
there?
Dietmar Demeter
ASB AS317
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING 8. DYEING
For Quick Dependable
Service Come to
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santo Clara
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The one lotion that’s cool, exciting
brisk as an ocean breeze!

Who Will Protect
Cars in Garage?

Will Grand Wizzer

Save Hamlin State?

A

NMI

"Save us!" cried one.
"Well said," cried another.
"Make way," cried the
Grand
Whizzer, "waste no more time,:
Immediately he rushed from
the
chambers to get his pipe.
This is where we must
leave
our little story for now.
Did the nuisances follow blind.
ly? Was the Grand High Wit.
zer successful in his hid to
save
the people from themselves? Did
the pests rebel? Only time
will
reveal the climax of this grip.
ping saga.
Cary Ifirsegln

Verdi’s ’Rigoletto’
Ruined by Lockout

NOW HOT DOGS TOO
0

o what could be done?
Fin ’
the suggestion was made
ssta
not hire a pied piper to
lead the
troublesome ones out."
At this the Grand High
Whiz.
zer jumped up and said,
fast, citizens! Squander "Hold
not
money. I have a pipe. I will our
and save our school from play
de.
at ruction."

BIG BEN ROOT BEER
460 E. WILLIAM

oli-IGINALDEFECTIVE

49E2 Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 253-1337
repreasnimq
THE COLLEGE LIFF
INSURANCE COMPANY
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the only Company serr,t9
iurciusivay lo Cow Men
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By CAROL SWENSEN
Society Editor
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SNAP COURSE: T.G.I.F. 20A

Because of the tumultuous response to my suggestion for a
class -Beach IA-- I have burned the night lights in an excess
to come up with another such successful idea. I have heard numer-

V
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T
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1.114.! ON STAGE!

NOW SEE AND HEAR THIS GREAT ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS IN PERSON.- PRESENTED WITH THE AID
OF A SPECIALLY INSTALLED SW 000 00 STEREO
SOUND SYSTEM.
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TICKETS 4.50 )75

300
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Pi Alpha Nu, professional pubrelations society, has been
reorganized on the SJS campus
and is open to all interested undergraduate PR majors.

lic

PAN represents the first letters of the Greek words for Integrity. Truth. and Understanding and to these words earth
member pledges.
The

purpose of

PAN

mous Pal’

§PdafrI8NO0 8114T1"
SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER"
French Production

)11ede r"

-GIRL WITH A SUITCASE"
inlioe Production

et me
lenefacf,

, Just CH

visory Board, while Paul Anderson, senior, is president of the
society.
Other officers include. Mrs.
Jerry Malone, fist vice president; George Hold 015113’. second
vice president; Donna Webb,
recording secretary; Mark Rowsecretary..
corresponding
ers,

C.thIMIE111

SARATOGA
14502 Rig Rosie Way
’PHAEDRA"
TOO MANY CROOKSTrry

Tho-nai

’ANY
sef,19
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Take a study break
Go to a movie
tonight!

ONE OF THE many ceramic
pieces being exhibited at the
Invitational Ceramics Exhibition now on display in the College Art Gallery. The show,
which leaves Wednesday, also
features paintings and collages
by Keith Martin.

"A GIRL NAMED TAMIKO"
And

The 15-week course is available under a contract to the
Office of Civil Defense. Department of Defense. Objective of
the class, according to Dr.
Agardy. is to increase the ability
and competence of engineers and
architects in the engineering aspects of radiation shielding.
"Architects and engineers who
have taken the course are presumed to be qualified for con-,,triition in the building of shelfor the community or in,f,t :duals," said Dr. Agardy.

of fallout shelters.
Dr. Agardy, who will serve as
six-week
for a
co-ordinator
summer coinse in protective
construction offered to college.
faculty members. presumably
in the fields of engineering and
architect ore, at the t7niversil y
of California’s Berkeley campus.
estimates that there are probably no more than 12 other
courses of this type currently
being held in the continental
United States and Hawaii.
IN FIVE UNIVERSITIEr.r
’rue coos.. Dr. Agardy ,
co-oistinate will he offered In,.
slimmer in just five universities
or colleges across the land.
licnv does Dr. Agardy personally view fallout shelters?
"I believe it is high taws-dile
and practical to provide protection against radiation associated
with fallout.- was his ininiediate
reply.
fer
He added
’I Persrot

Soph ’Spartan Spears’ Aim at Service
:aid the

community

.1:filament for inealls.rship.
participating
Currently
in
Spartan Spears are the following: Karen McKinney. president:
Carol Eckert, vice president:
Janet Okada, recording secretary; Sue DeArries, eorresponcling secretary; and Mary Blommust. treasurer.
Other members are .Tanei
Iljelmeland. registration chair
I.oretta Amenan. puhl ii’

this is the primary

aim of Spartan Spears, sophomore women’s honorary society.
the

Tuesday

eighteen

members Of this
DRIVE-IN

tecture.

ADVANTAGES
An advantage architects and
engineers who have taken the
course, and passed, may hold
over their competitors is that
the government will certify
those passing as being competent in the design and analysis

In this way it is hoped that
the society will
supplement
classroom theory with a viewpoint on PR as it is actually
practiced.
When founded in 1938 by fir,
Dwight Bentel, head of the
Journalism and Advertising Department, Lowell Pratt, Publications Manager of SJS, and
Davies, the professional members held the offices.

organiza t ion
can be reeognized on campus by
thou blue uniforms, which identify them as Spears.
Enthusiasm, coinhini.1 with
high scholasii. eiss...d,

Vicki And,u,"0 tn,t
1,1;d p
Judy McConnell. historian ant
reporter; Jeanie Archer and Sue
service:
community
Davies.
Carol Fuller, AWS; Lynn Hatakeyama, lost and found; SW.
Davies,

orientation;

---

SHIPS

TOURS

1.1n

CRUISES

Let’s plan that
summer vacation NOW!

South Screen
"SON OF PLUMBER"
and
"GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS"
North Serene

I’ll be available to help you every
Tues. & Thurs., from 2-5 P.M. Call me
a+ CY 7-2121 or evenings at CY 59993.

"SUSAN SLADE"
"MISFITS"
"THE YOUNG SAVAGES"

157E11319i
396 Smith First

COST IS SMALL
"The relative cost involved in
placing radiation shielding in
new commercial, business -type
construction can amount to little’
more than fireproofing ft «truetore, providing you understand
the engineering problems.- he
continued. adding. -the cast is
the function of just how much
pivitection you want. In reference to the cost for
individual shelters in a persons
home, Dr. Agardy said, -Private
home protection cost is five to
10 times as great per person as
in community shelters or shelters in commercial and business
buildings.
-Community shelters cost less.
often will afford greater protection, because people’s sense of
security increases when in such
a situation with others. and a
better stock of food. water.
sanitation and radiation detection equipment,- are re;1-,
Agardy cited for
-

CARS AVAILABLE
To Be Driven To Oregon
CALL
294-4243

community shelters are bemore fasured by the majority. sit people
What dies Dr Arorrtly foresee :n the near future?
The government laves by’
Ibti3 to bioe at least ores ’tienc.
ter of a department Lil :unite
torture .It’ engtneseruig an each
cselschool tapprsournatels
leges and .1Ttis ersThel. in the

coming

1.‘.S. offer course work In engineering and architectarel tat
a thorough traimng In this
area, and it is assumed this type
of knowledye wiU then les in-

1121V0

troduced in the ncn-rnal sequence
of course work," stzeted
Agardy.
EACH NEW CRItille
the emphasis cm
this type of study Lar. Agarly
said. "With each new Cuba or
Berlin the general public become, more aware ot the premien,* tor absence nf fallout iehelters
if the Cuban criaia is
any Indication it would **ern the

In explaining

resixnt,e of the people is in
favor of a strung Civil Defense
program."
-Put." continued Dr. Alpo-4y.
"everybody becomes apathetic
when there is no pressure"
As the interview drew to a
close. Dr. Agardy repeated his
earlier warning that. "If you
can do something to protect
yourself you’re foolish if you
don’t. just in case this emergency. shiiiild arise."

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Miaow:Iced
Woman nri rwrirried men or,.
21’ $78 lass $12 diidand, or not
of JIM (bated on 15000 iS reer
rent cT;dnr11
Siesta ewe owlet
25: $252 lass MO <11
er
nor
of $212.
$ [0/20.000 today Injury treiblity. $5 PIC
Property Damao@ and $500 lifedic
Payments Othw cc...elopes at corer
Parable sayings Pawnenh c
be
made once, twice or leer Crites
Y41,, Crell or ritri for full
’ration to Gosors Campo...
C.,IforaLs Casualty 1085 S
Alamisdo S .1 144-940C

EUROPE ’63
Third Annual

SUMMER FLIGHT

June 18
Sept. 3

Depart: S.F. to London
Return: Paris to S.F.

$39 9

00
Tofa’ Cos+
Far Person

Via Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft
Complimentary Inflight Hot Meal.
Certificated Scheduled Carriers Only
Your

Professor
Manuel

Group

Orqoaixer

Portheniode

SPACE IS LIMITED

NOW!
RESERVE
Daytime: 295-4025

CALL
Nights: CY 2-2293 or AN 9-3006
493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11th

ATTENTION

El 11(111E 63-TRIPSTEI?S
6 I nit,(:4,11ege rredii

r

$350"
u)/NI

I/R CHARTER

PRICE INCLUDES:
All Meals
6 Weeks At The University of Paris
Twin Accommodations
Tuition
Tours
Many Extras

tallProf. Alfonz. Lengvel
An Authorised Organiser’

"DIAMOND HEAD"
CharlIon Hoskin
and
V/rttr Mirnirrt
"When The Girls Take Over"
Jai+. Coogan
and
True Ellison

that it you can g. -t this poitec
Hon you’re foolish in not doing
so. esen though you hope never
to make use of this facility.
"You fireproof all buildings.
but you don’t expect fires." said
Agardy. elntinuing.
"you put
seat belts in your car, not because you expect an accident,
but to protect you more if just
such a contingency arises."
Cost of fallout shelter, has
often been cited as a major
deterrent to construction of
these radioactive protect ives.
To these criticisms Dr Aga.isly
replied, "The cost involved in
getting this protection, presuming you have architects and engineers qualified with the know ledge in this area, can be minimal

Siii

Pam Nelson, Linda Yates, and
Virginia Vessel are also

TROPICAIRE
’Twin-Vue Drive -In

and

Taylor. inspiration.

"ONE EYED JACKS"
AIRLINES

400 South First St.
DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
Three Nominations for
Academy Awards
"BIG CITY BLUES"
rubinct nominated for
A’ erterrry AwArd honors
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to

link between the undergraduate
and the PR professional." according
to Pearce G. Davies,
Associate Professor of Journalism and faculty advisor to the
group.

Each

TOW N E 3060

y for colluslvely to

is

"provide the rather essential

and Floyd Clark, treasurer.
Plans of the society, which
meets on thtn first and third
of
each
school
Wednesday
month, include visits to Hamilton AFB. a champagne festival,
and the Public Relations Society
of America convention in San
Francisco in November.
Installation of new members
will be held March 6, at 7:30
p.m. in Hl. Is or pH/es will be
awarded

25

San Jose Box Office. Ste. Claire Hotel
Phone CY 5-08118 For Information

1433 The Alameda

5NARF -WELL

PR Society Revises;
Sets Up Activities

Service to the

ky

CAR ,RZoFESSOR

1CNERS R;INT’ 58 MILE-5 souTh ON Ram’ gopas

Buxton, Execut ve Secret a ry if
the S.IS Alumni Association,
serves as chairman of the. Ad-

"CONCERT I T REO"
8:30

16

"rycuize -rb9iztve rei’CieiAraZON’5

PR professionals now serve in
an advisory ealserity. and Rick

HIS ORCHESTRA AND
CHORUS AND

Mar. 16
at
Jose Civic

"*"

Because of business commitments of the professionals and
the fact that the college does
not, recognize groups not run icy
students, the present society is
run by students.

IN PERSON!

RAY CONNIFF

,

A

ALL

MIKE DI NNE
mathemiii,. iinthros
pokygy, economics. jourtudism,
and history ....uses base long
had a spot in the curriculum of
most of this country’s colleges
and universities. San Jose State
not excluded.
But because of the times in
which we list’ approximately 20
men file into the Civil Defense
Communications Center in San
Jose’s Civic Center to sit at
desks and listen for two and a
half hours every Thursday night
to Dr. Franklin J. Agardy, SJS
assistant professor of civil engineering and applied mechanics.
FALLOUT POIELTER IA
The course? Protesdive construction against radioactivity
associated with fallout. In simpler terms, it is a class dealing
with fallout shelters.
Texts for the course are "Shelter Design and Analysis" and
Effects of Nuclear Weapons."
Although most SJS students
would probably find the course
interesting the prerequisites are
a little stiff --a bachelor’s degree
in civil engineering or archi11)

English,

f,c1W

I husiasts.
Since it’s

SPARTAN DAILYII

1961

( Twenty SJS ’Students’
Prepare for Worst

15;

overflow of bikini -clad students descending upon
ous reports of an
the campus to sign up for this ultra -popular claas. Specials by the
dozen have been pouring into the bookstore for sportswear en.
now 3:24 p.m. on a FRIDAY, many SJSers will under.ttia why I have thought up this course--T.G.I.F.-20A -taught
both spring and fall.
The first step is to select student assistants to aid in the
taurhin of limbo, twist, stomp, the bird, busa nova and the holly
golly. The arts of refreshment making also will be taught. Some.
how I think this new course might catch on. Agree?
THE YEAR OF THE OX
Theta (-’hi will hold its annual Red Ox Stomp Saturday, preceded by a barbecue. The Theta (’his and their dates, dressed in
western costumes, will be picked up in front of the house by luty
wagon-And driven to a secret destination for the dance.
KKOn ELECT LEADERS
Kappa Kappa Gamma has announced its spring officers: Lynne
McCall, president; Pat Heiumey, first vice president; Mary Mac’gallon, second vice president; Val Hone, recording secretary;
Maryln Lincoln. corresponding secretary; Carol Davis, treasurer;
Carol Fuller, social: and Judy Coins, pledge.
GAMMA PHI BETA
Gamma Phi Beta recently honored its 22 initiates at an initiation banquet held at Hawaiian Gardens. Those initialed were:
Bernie Atkinson, Given lkinaldson, Bobbie Dougery, Bonnie Henning, Pequita Hetzel. Stale Hill, Chris Hoover, Site Ingham, Donna
Kum Ann Lumsden, Marcia McGinnis, Sharon McIthee. Sandy
Miller, Mikie Morrissey. Kerry O’Brien. Marilyn Perkins, Judy
Sheehan. Judy Sherman, JoAnn Sommercamp, Bre3da Valentine.
Kathy Webb and Jackie Zimmerman. Sharon McPhee was voted
most outstanding pledge.
SIGMA PI
The backbone of Sigma Pi for the spring semester is: Daryl
Hosick. president; John Metesser, vice president; Jim Giussi, secretary; Bill Moody, treasurer; Mike Benedetti. herold; and Rich
Woodman. social chairman.
The basement of the Sigma Pi house will be the locale of its
annual dance, Tiki Twist, Friday night.
An anonymous "swinging" hand will play.
CARNATION BALL
The Phi Mu Carnation Ball will be held March 23 at the St.
Francis Hotel in San Francisco. The dance will be presented in
conjunction with the Phi Mu chapter from the Unisersity of California.
4
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Twenty-one new initiates were recently honored at the Kappa
Alpha Theta house. The women are: Kathleen Anderson, Stephanie
Ashby, Susan Barr, Victoria Bergez, Joan Brumley, Jerry Anne
Burnside. Constance Casagrande, Charleen Cirese. Susan Childrey,
Centre Detert, Jane Elnan, Susan Gould, Nancy Hart, Rudy Holden,
Sara Jenkins. Julia Jessen, Linda Majesky, Carol Michael, Marilyn
Miller. Betty Jo Wheatley and Linda Zieger. Kathy Anderson was
elected outstanding pledge.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
The executive officers for Sigma Phi Epsilon are: John Tudor.
president; Ron Simpson, vice president; Perry Johnston, comptroller:
1.ek Perkins, recorder; and Tom Kenna. serretary.

4-
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CY 4-6414 X 2540. 351.9292
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Your Campus
Travel Repretsentative

493 E. SANTA CLARA ST. AT 11TH
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lcfscaday, .Marcit

Business Fraternity
President installed

1s.;:l

Shorter Program
Asked for AFROTC
The 1101% prt):41’W II lb Intended
tit curi en t four-year INN/gram accommodate the mans junior e.
lege students that are unable to
in -SFROTt* will be presented to
complete the nrcscril tam -N ear I
the Hebert subcommittee of the timpani
House Aimed Services Committee
in April, acconting to Major Joe
Tarpley, professor of air science Math Clinic Moves
and commander of the San Jose To New Location
State detachment.
Having trouble with mathematThe proposed legislation. recent- ics? Your problems can
be solved.
ly introduced to the House of Rep.
The Mathematic Clinks formeds
resentatives. would substitute a
SISTER CITY EXHIBIT.-.(I. to r.) SJS students Shinya Rano, Jim
two-yein Officer Education Pro- located in D3 and now in ED107.
gram cOEPI naralleling the junior offers assistance to students has Ammons, Yuko Kitamura, and Nancy May show off articles from
and senior years. The program ing difficulties with mathematic.,
Okayama, Japan. This exhibit from San Jose’s sister city is
presently being shown at the library, south wing, first floor.
would also provide a scholarship of
studies. Instructors are assigned to.
51,100 tor each student in the pro- ,
office hours at 10:30 a.m. on Mon- s
gram.
One immediate effect is the can- day through Thursday and 11:so
cellation of both freshman and a.m. on Monday, Wednesday and
sophomore level courses during the Friday.
summer session this yeas, reported
Students wishing to make use
Major Tarpley.
the !vertices of the clinic hut ma
Congressional hearings are ex- free at those hours may make SPCpected to continue throughout this cial arrangements with Miss
year and it is unlikely the OEP Patricia O’Donnell, assistant proThe 196:3 summer exchange stu-I three months in Okayama, Japan.
can be implemented before 1964, fessor of mathematics. TH122, Ex- dent program will select two stu- I Pacific Neighbors, the sister city
even if accepted.
tension 2167.
’ dents to represent San close for progratn between San Jose and
Okayama, is now accepting applications from college students be4.. - ,eut
..e. on, etzbro.,,- 4/1
.
t
or bor CX COolcos..
..011.46 .11
tween 18 and 25, who are San
Jose residents and who expect to
return to the city.
Applications may be made in
etiher THIS or Dr. Raymond Stanley’s office, CH229, not later than
March 31.
With the exception of the $600
round trip fee which each student
must pay, expenses are paid by
Pacific Neighbors.
The goodwill "student ambassadors" will live with Japanese families, speak to business and scholastic groups, and participate in
cultural events.
The San Jose-Okayama student
exchange program which began
five years ago, has been rated as
one of the nation’s three most
effective sister city programs.
I..:1!

plarls

,CpC1(

10

1r-

are now being held in
Bui’d,ng 5, 303 S Ninth St , behreetn
4:15 p.m. Appointment
and
9:15 a.m.
Pi Omega Pi, business educe- ’ lists are put out in advence. Studnts
eque,ted lo sign up wly.ED.
,
tion honce;uy fraternity for upper
disision students, recently installed 11,1151:
John Persinger president for the
Ile v% let I -Packard (’0. -Electrical
spring semester.
iii and (level/ tigineers tor
Other officers elected were!
and sales engineers.
t , piano
Y
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Barbara Fthppi, recording secreClerical business and law ac.tary: Linda Ross, corresponding
secretary; Ed Essick, treasurer, counting and law enforcement majors for special agent and clerical
and Gabrielle Petiat, historian.
"Cavative Teaching in Business positions. Citizenship required.
Education," is the theme of the
Haskins & Sells - Business adannual spring conference of the ministration and accounting maCalifornia Business Education As- jors for public accounting areas.
sociation (Bay Section). It will be
I.. H. Penney & Co. --- Accountheld March 11, at San Francisco ing majors for accounting posiState College front 9 a.m. to 1:45 tions. Citizenship required.
p.m. Local and state officers will
Business
Southern Pacific Co.
be elected and all interested busi;administration and liberal arts maness education students are in!ors for management training and
: sited to attend. announced Gabrilevelopmen t training.
elle Periat.
O.N.C. Motor Freight System
Eight Pi Omega Pi members
will assist with the elections. They Business, liberal arts and automoare Yvonne Gallegos, chairman; tive -engineering majors for sales
Janet Ashcraft, Janet Carty, Jo training, administration and office
Olivo, Linda Ross, Gabrielle Periat, management.
Jessie Vita. and Ann Walker.
TOMORROW:

tudents To Represent
an Jose in Sister City History Society

botany... monotony
notes...quotes...trig
...dig...review...stew
fuss...discuss...cram
exam...wow...whew
...pause
-’S

s

take a break...things go better with Colt?
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Son Joss

87% of SJS Students
From Northern Calif.
In a simple random sample of
students’ registration at San Jose
State College, it was found that
87 per cent come from Northern
California, 10 per cent from Southern California, 2 per cent from
out of siste, and 1 per cent from
other countries

1B
Interviews On Campus
t--

c’

March 14
Marketing/Systems Engineering
Science and Engineering
CZP

Careers.with a future at IBM.
Advaneett in data processing at
go! are creating nest areas for
profe,ssionat growth for careerminded theri ’and women. Opportunities are in:
Itese,arch
Development Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering
Programming
Marketing
Systems Engineering
Customer Engineering
Qualifications.: Bachelor’s or advanced degree in Electrical.Mechanical, or Industrial EngineerMg; Mathematics, Physics,
or ,otlfer.Sciences; Economics,
Business Administration, Accounting, or Liberal Arts. Our
brochures provide the full story.
.

World of opportunity ,ot IBM. ’Room far aelvdncemini at IBM.
tarl develops, Manufactures; At nist pia range beyond,acaand markets a wide rahgeadata dernic specialties into exciting
processing systems and equip- new fields. IBM programs include
ment that is performing an in- company training courses, tuicreasingly vital role in business, tion-refund courses at nearby
industry, science, and govern- universities and schools, and
ment. Across-the-country op- company -paid competitiVe
er,ations offer a choice of scholarships for full-time stncly
laboratory and manufacturing at a university of your choice.
locations’in:
IBM is an Equal Opportunity
Employer. Our representatives
Endicott, Kingston, Owego,
Poughkeepsie,Yorktown,N.Y. will be on your campus soon to
discuss typical careers, various
Burlington. Vermont
training prngrams, the adLexington, Kentucky
vanced education program.
San Jose, ( ’a I ifornia
financial rewards, and company
Bethesda, Maryland
benefits. Make an appointment
Rochester, Minnesota.
through your placement officer.
More than 190 IBM sales and He can also give you -additional
service offices are located in information on the career of
major cities throughout the U.S.. your choice at IBM.

Seeks Members
The San Jose chapter of Phi
Alpha Theta, national honorary
history fraternity, is accepting applications for membership to qualified students. Deadline for applications is tomorrow.
Those students with at least a
3.01 grade point average in 12 or
more units in history classes, an
upper division standing, and an
overall average of 2.75 in college
work, may see Dr. Donald E.
Walters, assistant professor of
history and Phi Alpha Theta advisor, in CH213 or leave written
applications in CH223.
Phi Alpha Theta is planning an
initiation and banquet for March
12.
Guest speaker for the banquet
is Dr. Lawrence B. Lee, associate
professor of history, who will be
speaking on "History, Who Needs
It?" reports Rudolph A. Pedulla,
president of Phi Alpha Theta.

Spartaguide
TODAY:
Women’s Recreat Ion Assn:
WRA council meeting, WG, 4:30
p.m.
University Dames: For all male
and female married students;
Cafeteria rooms A and B, 8 p.m.
Tau Beta Soviets.: Discuss plans
for arrival of accreditation team,
!E132, 7
TOMORROW:
. spartim Tours: Organizations]
meeting, election of officers, SelOClion of trips, 7 p.m.
Tri-Reta Biological Honorary
Society: Dr. Albert Ellis speaks on
radiation biology; $210, 1:30 p.m.
Lutheran Student Assn: Lenten
program and Bible study; Campus
Christian Center, 10th and San
Carlos streets. 7 p.m.
SJS Ski Club: Election of officers, TH55, 7:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization:
Meets in Memorial Chapel, 7:30
Wesley F
Holds noon
luncheon at St. Paul Methodist
Church, 10th and San Salvador
streets: discu,vi,cri of the conservative movemeni in polities, 12:30
Social %%nrk
lab: Signup for
t’ounty WJItare Department field
trip, 3:30 p.m.
Spartan shields: Meets in TI139,
r3:30 p.m.
Spartan speare Meets in ED118
630 p.m.
Junior Class: Meets in T1L55,
330 p.m.
El Circulo Castellano: Alfredo
Vargas will speak on Peru, CH358,
p.m.
)0.-croteezer...^4vme.ordzo....0:/30030.1,

One Ivy cerviai

"WORK
OF
ART"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats

General Electric Co.Electrical,
industrial, mechanical and general
engineers along with physics,
chemistry, math and metallurgy
majors and chemical engineers for
engineering, marketing and manufacturing. Non -citizens should have
immigration visas.
Ernst & Ernst--Accounting majors for junior accountants.
All engineering majors
Trane
for field, home office and foreign
sales positions.
Camp Fire Girls - Elementary
education, child psychology and
physical education majors for camp
ounselors. Women only for summer positions only.
Connecticut mutual Life Insurance Co. Liberal arts, business
administration, or any major for
sales and sales management.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. -Business administration, marketing and finance majors for sales,
marketing, sales management and
retail credit.

Decision on whether San
State’s Tau Beta Societs a al Sal,.
mit a foisnal petition tor tnerriber,
ship in Tau Beta Pi, National Ellgineering Honor Society, sill b..
decided Tuesday, March 12.
On that date, Dr. Donald S
Clark of California Institute cs
Technology, national president ui
the association, and Robert II
Nagel of Knoxville, Tenn., as
tional secretary-tivasurer. Wore
with student and faculty mprssentatives from Stanford Univer.
sit)’, the University Of California
at Berkeley, and Santa (gala University will appear on the sJs
campus.
As an inspection group the

will examine SJS’s engineering facilities and talk with faculty alai
students in the engineering tiepartntent.
Edward P. Anderson, profesias
of electrical engineering and tie
club’s adviser, reports that thi,,
group’s recommendation will tothe basis of whether or not Tau
Beta Society submits a formal pe.
tition for membership in T.,
Pi Association.
-

Name Study Asked
A directive to study re....

of naming campus buildings dic
people was introduced at a recent
Student Council meeting by Eirs
Pisana, sophomore representatits
and council vice chairman.
The proposal was referred to tb.
Campus Problems Committee for
consideration. If it receives as.
proval, the directive names ASS
Pres. Bill Hauck and Steve Lass’s
council vice chairman, to invests
gate the matter.

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT
with garlic bread and sa’dd
99c

St. Patrick’s
Day Cards

CHARCOAL BROILED
STEAK

Studio Cards

with vegetables, baked
and salad

Cards for all Occasions
Wedding Invitations

51.29

PAUL’S

LYN’S BAR-B-9

Greeting Card Shop
I
2.35s1

311 N. First (off Julian) CT 7-47SS

-----w-wwnnte.

-,-l/l/TIV,,,,,,..

FRIGIDAIRE COIN-OP
DRYCLEANING SPECIAL
?,.wiLum.umaialimukkgazzalaurv
This Coupon Is Worth

25’

Up to 111 lbs. of garments
coats, suits, dresses, drapes,
slipcovers, etc., beautifully
dry-cleaned in just 24
minutes.

Sp

Regular Price $2.00
With Coupon $1.75

Of

Offer Eralires March 9
4(’$

Or\e/i0 I

Sli

(-.(

506 So. 94
Corner E. Williams
San Jose

AU

’57

. .1
Kr,

Applied Research Laboratories, Inc.
Subsidiary of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
Offers Professional Opportunities in
Non-Military Instrument Systems
for Spectrochemical Analysis
Non -Military, But "Essential Activity"
Aggressive
gressoiveOrgaAntizmaotisopnher,Teechnically & Commercially
Small Company
Technically Oriented Management
Challenging Assignments

Opportunity for Professional Growth
Company-supported Advanced Education
Other Excellent Benefits

Our Specialty

Majors: E.E., M.E. Applied Physics

DISCOUNT WITH AS1 CARD

Register with Your College Placement office for

If you cannot attend the interview, write or call: J. W. Luke, Br. Mgr.,
IBM Corp., 1955 The Alameda, San Jose 26, California. CH 8-2620.

Campus Interviews March 6, 1963
Art Cleaners

’

Job Interviews Tau Beta Phi
Decision Due
On March 12

391 1. Santa Clara

291-1010

or you may write us direct at
P. 0, Box 1710, Glendale 5, California
Attention: C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director
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By DAN McLEAN
San Jose State’s baseball team
straight game Frilost its second
dropping the conday afternoon,
Indians, 7-5.
test to the Stanford
The Spartans left 12 men on
base to eight for Stanford, missing a number of good scoring
opportunities. Twice the San Jose
squad left three men on.
Dick Kovacevich, who reDixon on
limed starter Pete
the mound, was the winner for

Phi Sigma Kappa
Remains Unbeaten
In Cage League
Phi Sigma Kama remhined undefeated in intramural fraternity
.,,igue basketball action Thursday,
with a come-from -behind 47-46
victory over Pi Kappa Alpha.
Pi Kappa Alpha led by five
points with less than two minutes
remaining in the game, but chose
not to stall. With seven seconds
left, Jim Hemphill of Phi Sigma
Kappa stole the ball and passed
to teammate Don Shoemaker, who
scored the two points that brought
his teall victory.
Shoemaker tied Pi Kappa Alpha’s Don De Moss for scoring
honors with 16 points. The loss,
PiKA’s second straight, dropped
them to fourth place.
In ot her fraternity games
Theta
Thursday. Theta Chi
Xi, 55-43; Alpha Tau Omega
topped Lamba Chi Alpha, 62-40;
Delta Upsilon beat Delta Sigma
Phi, 49-43; Sigma Nu squeezed by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 46-43, and
Sigma Chi whipped Sigma Pi,
50-38.
In non -fraternity action, the
Police School beat the Raiders,
46-44, and the (’ardinals won by
forfeit from Allen Hall.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
announced that all second round
title tennis scores should be reported by Friday.

heat

ED

Bak m as
}lot ver

o.

$1.29

taye"

Shop

9
7-9755
www-wer

the Indians. Starter Jim N’Lliher
was the loser for San Jose.
Visher pitched great ball for
five innings, striking out six batters and shutting the Indians out
in the scoring department. But
the roof fell in on him in the
sixth, when Stanford reached him
for five runs, four of them earned. ,
San Jose threatened in the first
inning, when learl-off man Steve
Chell singled, and Gary Vice followed with a double. But with
one out, Ken Takahashi hit into
a double play, ending the rally.
The Spartans started
the
*coring in the third inning, when
they scored twice on one hit.
Neither of the runs were earned.
But Stanford came back with
their five-run output in the sixth,
the big blow being a three-run
triple by second baseman Georgel
Thacher. The Indians added another in their half of the seventh,
taking a commanding 6-2 lead.
’
San Jose bounced back with
one in the seventh and two in the
eighth. Relief pitcher Bill Dawson
supplied the big blow in 111,
eighth, singling in two tallies.
The Indians added one run in
the ninth, to hand the Spartans
their second loss In two garners.
Warren Newell, who played
right field for Stanford most of
the game, pitched the final inningl
and two-thirds, shutting the Spar- ’
tans out. Newell was two for four
at the plate, driving in two runs.
Big guns at the plate for San’
Jose were Vice, three for five,
and Argust Smith, who doubled
and tripled off the left field fence,
340 feet from home plate.
STANFORD ab r
Post, cf
5 I
on,
3 3
G. Smith, 312 5 I
Chant, lb
3 0
Hoffmann, lb I 0
Newell, rf, p 4 i
Thacher, 2b 5 1
Shulman. ss
3
Sacker, c
3
French, c
I
Dixon, p
I
KoyaceYich. p 3
Stout, rf
0

rbi SJS
ab r
1 0 Chell, 2b
2 0
2 0 Romero. 2b 1 0
i 0 Vice ss
1
I
Ve,a-tp, el 3 0
0
Tka^shi 3b 3 0
2
F;she.., lb 2 0
1
V Ambq, IS? 0
flusotIn
0
2 0
I
J.,:vci If 3 I
I
Green, c
5 I
0
A. Smith, rf 4 I
0
V,sher, p
2 I
Lucas, p
0
0 0
McCwn, p 3 0
I 0
Prusl/l, a.
Dawson, p 2 0

h rbi
I
0 g
3 0
I
0
0
I
0
I
2
2
0
0
0
0
I

Totals
37 710
Totals
375t24
a-Grounded out for McGowan In 7th,
Stanford
_
000 005 101-7
San Jose State
002 000 120-5
E-G. Srr.tn, Tasars
C. -ell, Van Arnburq
and Green. PO.A- S.an.,, 27 13. San Jose
27.12. DP -Takata
C.
ind Fs-er V ce
ann Van
T.1 -,r
Chanty: Gary 5- iv, True,. ann C.enu. L0/3
-Stanford 9, San Jose 12, 213-Vce A. Se th
38-A. Smith, Cox and Thache, St-Co.
G. Srnith, 58-F101er. WP-Kosnce, ,n.
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Flowers
and
Corsages (pjf’
for all
Occasions
CV 2-0462

Monday March 4, 1963

ALL NEW 1963 CARS
AT LOWEST PRICES
Factory Warranty, Dealer’s Service
Also used cars at a real low discount.
10th & Santa

call 368-4259
(Redwood City)

Clara

SpaZtatta
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Hasher wanted. 295.7220. Maintenance
boy to work for board and small salary.

- 4 door, 6 cyls. $275. 2955 p.m.
Girl wanted to share unapp/apt. close
to campus. $40/mo. 297-4440.
Sprite 1960, exc. condition. Black, R/H
low mileage, 38 mpg. Bob COLLEGE STUDENTS WANTED! Our
service provides you with 6 national
Office typewriter for sale, $30 or offer listing of hundreds of Resort Hotel Jobs
available to you this surr-ner Your
408 So. 5th. #3; 294-0151.
earliest possible application is desired
Skis "210," Blizzard Slaloms, markers and by these Resort Hotels. For a complete
listing send $3.00 in cash to, Robert
c-;
ted 1 yr. 297-8349.
Miller.. College . Information Service
AUSTRIAN SKIS. Good cond. Drastic- 1516 W. Addison, Chicago 13, Illinois.
’
Hsl..10 4 string excel. cond.
Gad to share unapp. apt. with 3 others.
, Must sell. Call 297-4440.
452 S. 4th. 295.2135.
57
"210." Late ’62 340 hp Cory.
’tuned, tech., snip. CV 3-4496 Anyone knowing the whereabouts of a
peacock please cell 294-6414, fit 2081.
Ask for Bob Rauh.
Men’s bike. New. 10
speeds. $65. 259PERSONAL
v’er 5:00.
Superfluous hair removed for Me. A. L
Nantelle, R.E. 210 So. 1st. 294-4499.

FOR RENT

Aaato.ed men’s spertmen} contract for
--ster for $40 less than the Studenti Graduati - AL CORRAL vi
Has special advantages. chiamera’ presto: Aspettato la Sue Chi
,formation call Roger Hoff- <mate -.(AL CORRAL).
"-, c CY 48741, (You can leave a
SIRVICIS

Auto insurance for students. Phone 74.
3 rm. funs. apt. Couple
only. 545
2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 So. Monroe
I oh S.., contact
Mgr. in Apt. No. 3.
Street.
comf., 2-rm. apt. 505 So. 7th
Reliable woman wen1s day work with
after 2.
5.15 faculty living in SJ. CV 4-1638.
home, clean. quiet, comfortable
Typing ell kinds, per page. Spelling cor, 21. 62 No. 7th.
roded n1- 792 2346.

Spartan Cagers Entertain Gaels
In Conference Clash Tonight
By GENE WILLIAMS
In a contest of little significance
to San Jose State in league standings, coach Stu Inman’s varsity
quint will entertain title chasing
St. Mary’s in a WCAC clash staged
at
8:15
Civic Auditorium
lin
tonight.

season. Teen
developed heart trouble in January and hasn’t played since.
The Spartans were at least
equally unfortunate when they
lost the services of senior forward
Bill Robertson because of grade
,iit ieiency
nother hideous blow was east
Conversely, Mike Cimino’s Gaels
ti the locals two weeks ago
need a victory to remain in conim Eddie Sims sustained a setention for the WCAC championship.

However, the Spartans boast a
’win over the Gaels in the WCAC
Christmas Tournament in San
Francisco, 55-51.
JET STREAM Dwight Middleton, sophomore sprint and quarter mile whiz, demonstrated his speed in the 100 and 220 in Saturday’s Small Colleges Meet. Middleton clocked 9.6 and 21.0 to
indicate that he can double if necessary in this weekend’s Stanford Relays.

Tie male sills. to
share union. apt I 3/5/63. $413. 294-9675.
nor)tri shars
unarm. furnished erdi lth
457 So. 10th No. 7. 291
’

to share boasts with 4 others.
. Real good deal. 15 So.
’ s o. 293.0895.
and

evening

I 8.0() arm

Pay

mewl.
and

AL DEFCTJYE

CLASSIFIED
258 a line
line
20e
2

RATES:
first insertion
succeeding insertlons
line minimum

TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send In Handy Order Mani
w116 Cheek or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

111,1t4

Anil

55

ere

elkniriatx.,1

from further competition.
San Jose teams did not play in
the first round of doubles. In the
second round, however, all three
Spartan teams were victorious.
SJS teams were composed of
Larry Draper and Rich Gnaw.
Drake and Stroud, and Judah and
Adams. Only the team of Drake
and Stroud was still in the cornrut (ion after the third roand

WO

By DAVE NEWHOUSE
Bud Winter received a strong
vote of confidence towards the
Stanford Relays, as his Spartans
wrapped up 14 of 16 events in Saturday’s Small Colleges Meet at
Spartan Field.
Lithe SJS distance ace, Ben
Tucker, rocketed to a 1:51.0 in the
half-mile in the top varsity performance. San Jose State’s freshmen outdistanced Foothill College
in their dual battle, which was run
concurrently with the Small Col’egos Meet. The Spartababes were
unofficially a 94-46 winner. No
points were recorded for either
meet.
Tucker’s time in the 880 was a
superb effort, considering the cold.
nippy weather and the lack of
competition confronting him. The
San Jose junior won handily to
40 yards.
San Francisco State, St. Mary’s
and Cal Poly were invited to the
meet, but only the Gators responded with sufficient representation.
You couldn’t count on one hand
the number of Gaels and Mustangs
who showed up.
Mike Gibeau, elevated to the
mile this week. impressed with is
Jose
Azeveclo
4:14.0 clocking.
14:17.91 and Jeff Fishbark 14:21.11
both looked strong at the finish.
During the meet, it was announced that Fishhack, the varsity
team captain, was selected Friday
night to the American team which
will participate in the Pan American Games in Brazil. Jeff was
picked for the 3.000-meter steeplechase, where last year he finished
second in the NCAA championships.
San Jose State ran off with the
Lloyd
Murad
100- yard
dash.
flashed to a 9.6 victory, narrowly
edging Dwight Middleton, also 9.6,
and Tom Webb at 9.7. MiddIrton
legged it home first in the 220,
with a time of 21.0, just short of
last week’s 20.8.
Bob Lovejoy showed consistency in the high jump with a winning leap of 6-6. This was the

AUTO

PAINTING
95

RESTAURANT

best offieial jmap til hi: lite. having cleared 6-6% la.st week on his
fourth try in the Youth Village
season unveiler.
Other varsity winners were: Bob
Taylor, high hurdles, 14.6; Larry
LeFall, 440. 49.5; Bob Baughman,
javelin, 208-2; Walt Roberts, hop,
step and jump, 47-10; Bruce Turnbull, pole vault, 14-0; Lester Bond,
broad jump, 23-10%; Barry Rothman, shot put. 50-9%; Baughman,
330-hurdles, 39.7 and the mile relay team of Rich Fambrini, Don
Guyer, Baughman and Jim Groothoff, 3:25.2.
SFS two-miler Bill Morgan won
in 9:14.7. His expected clash with
Danny Murphy failed to materialize RS Murphy sat this one out due
to stomach sickness.

AND DRIVE-IN

Ant:W/0N THRIFTY COLLEGE STUDENTS:
NEVER a minimum charv at our drive-in.
The place to come for a snack, a dinner, or that next coffee

Coffee 15c

Iat,

Cokes 15c

Thick, creamy, Milk Shakes 40c
Car Service ’till 3 a.m.
Restaurant open 2$ hours

Santa Clara St.

521 NN

et Lucky

Play "Crazy Questions"
50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE’S HOW:

Pill FS The Reuben H Donnelley Corp will ’Age entr,es on the bases of
and appropr.ateness (UP
clarity and freshness up to
.p tO
’
hi.i. and their decisions will be final Duplicate prizes will be awarded
of the entrants and
works
original
the
Entries
must
be
of
ties
an the event
narne There will be 50 awards
r,..st be submitted in the entrant s
each month
during
received
I
,ry month, October through Ar,
Any entry recewed after Apra
II be considered for that noon?’ .
’,D. 1963. will not be el,gible and a..........he property of The American
enter the contest. except ern
Tobacco Company Any college studeployees of The American Tobacco Coo,- ioy its advertising agencies and
employees Winners will be
said
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the
notified by maii Contest subJect 50 011 federal state and local regulations

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you’ve done a
"Crazy Question." It’s the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below; then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!
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LOST AND POUND

ham H.

vere mouth injury against
Sims will see limited act.,,,.
any, in tonight’s game.
Inman will start Dennis Bates
and ISM Yong, at tons iirds.
Harry Edwards at center and
Al Jame’ and lion Lubetich at
guards.
The schools’ freshman
will raise the curtain in a tiIS
preliminary

.

348 Expert Typing - Term papers, manuscripts, theses. Also editing. 293-3085.
ei:dents. Kit. prin. No
wedding invitations, $11.95. One in
$10 & $15. CV 3 - 100
gold, free. AL 2.9191,day mite.

Lest - 11n. Nylon jacket at Co-Rer
Wed. Please return to 0. Perin. Mark-

Both squads have been weakened by injuries or ineligibilities
in recent weeks.
The Gaels are without the
many talents of senior guard
Tom Sheridan, who was an All-

Folk-living Thursday’s action. it.
the Northern California Intercollegiate tennis tournament, only
two San Jose State netters were
still in contention in either singles
or doubles competition.
In singles, sixth seeded ItIch
Draize defeated Stanford’s John
Burt. 6-0. 6-2, in a third round
contest. Three other Spartans.
Bob Adams, Gordon St
1 and
Stinson Judah, lost third round

p ikers Win Honors
n
Home Meets

’ 297.8381.

WANTED

WCAC choirs. last

Rich Drake, Gordon Stroud
Advance in Tennis Tourney

San Jose will be motivated by
revenge, as the Milne Gaels
trimmed the Spartan’s in an
earlier league tilt played in Oakland, 56-80. As usual, scoring
master Steve Gray led the winners with a 23-point output.

,,’,4,onin furnished
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apt. 1 I/a baths. Women
-el; 70 SO
8th.
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ONE -DAY SERVICE
INFRA RED OVEN BAKED
ENAMEL

SPRAY-CRAFT
AUTO PAINTINC
SOO S

1ST
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CY2-3241

et
Luc
the taste to start with mine taste to star with
THE QUESTION IS: WHAT IS THE SLOGAN OF THE MOST POPULAR REGULAR.
SIZE CIGARETTE AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS? If you missed that one, go to

the rear of the class. Everyone should know that fine -tobacco taste is the best
reason to start with Luckies. and that taste is the big reason Lucky smokers

stay Lucky smokers Prove it to yourself C,et I ut-ky today.
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March
4-8
PRINTS, SILK SCREENS
AND BRUSH STROKES:

$.98 and $1.98
FRAMES: WALNUT FINISH
WHITE FINISH AND
UNFINISHED OAK:

$1.50 and UP
(Free framing with purchase
of frame and brush stroke print)

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
BREt5/H EL-
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G
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